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Abstract
This paper will synthesize the datasets simulated from two physics-based models,
WACCM-4 (Coupe, 2019b, Coupe, 2021) and GISS ModelE (Coupe, 2019a), on nuclear
winter to better understand temperature fluctuations and soot deposition patterns. During
the first few months after a nuclear detonation, global temperatures plummeted and local
temperatures may drop as low as 30K compared to the control runs. In addition, the
decline in temperature varied significantly across nations and regions. A case study
between New Zealand’s and Australia’s temperature drop is conducted to demonstrate
this claim. Soot sedimentation followed a periodical pattern of 12 months, with peaks
during winter periods in each hemisphere. The paper will also address how these risks
may pose a threat to agriculture and human health.

Key takeaways
- Temperature decreases rapidly but disproportionately after soot is injected, which

can cause an increase in heat-related diseases and agricultural disruption. A
survival plan that considers regional climate responses to nuclear winter is
encouraged.

- Soot sedimentation follows a 12-month pattern but with reverse peak periods in
the Northern and Southern hemispheres. More research is needed to evaluate the
impacts of radioactivity during peak soot sedimentation months.

1. Introduction and background
Nuclear winter, in the most literal sense of the term, is the global temperature decrease
after a nuclear war. However, in a nuclear winter scenario, other severe climatic effects
can arise, including extreme precipitation alteration (Coupe et al., 2019), ozone layer loss
(Mills et al. 2008), and sea ice loss (Coupe et al., 2023). In this paper, I will refer to
nuclear winter as every radical change in the Earth’s climate as a result of nuclear war.

Foundational work on the impacts of nuclear winter by Turco et al. (1983) showed that a
nuclear exchange can cause summer temperatures to plummet below zero Celsius in the
Northern Hemisphere. Recent nuclear winter simulations use atmospheric models such as
WACCM-4 with higher spatial resolution and more refined treatment of aerosol particles,
confirming that a nuclear war by United States and Russia could produce a global
temperature drop of 5K persisting 5 years after detonation (Coupe et al., 2019).

Understanding the impacts of a global nuclear war on climate and human survival is
crucial in pushing global cooperation on nuclear disarmament (Robock et al., 2023). In



addition, research on nuclear winter will also help us prepare if such a situation happens
in the future (Vilhelmsson & Baum, 2023). In the current military conflict between
Russia and Ukraine, the threat of tactical nuclear weapon usage has been employed with
increasing frequency by Russian officials, which makes a study of the environmental
fallout of nuclear war all the more pressing and pertinent. Since tactical nuclear weapons
are closer to conventional weaponry in terms of war theater size, the model of
India-Pakistan nuclear war in this paper may be able to indicate what the impact of
tactical nuclear weapon usage in the Russia-Ukraine conflict would be like. As
agriculture disruption is the primary consequence of nuclear winter (Robock, 2010),
quantifying agricultural disruption has been the main topic of some recent papers on
nuclear winter (Jagermayr et al., 2020, Xie et al., 2022). Based on climate, crop, and
fishery models, Xia et al (2022) estimate that agricultural disruption can leave more than
2 billion people starving in the case of a regional nuclear war between India and Pakistan,
and more than 5 billion in the case of Russia and the United States two years after the
war. In addition, there have been growing efforts to identify resilient crops (Winstead and
Jacobson, 2022) and optimize productivity to ensure food supply during nuclear winter
(Wilson et al., 2023)

Most of the work on nuclear winter has been focusing on the general climatic and
agricultural effects. However, it is equally as important to understand human health
effects that could arise from a nuclear winter. Recently, Vilhemsson and Baum suggested
an “interdisciplinary research and policy agenda to understand and address the public
health implications of nuclear winter” (2023). While there has been an effort to relate the
destruction of the ozone layer and human health (Bardeen et al., 2021), other health
hazards such as global radiation fallout and temperature shock are poorly investigated.

To better understand global radiation fallout and temperature shock, I analyzed the
dataset from nuclear simulations in both a regional nuclear exchange between India and
Pakistan and a global nuclear war between Russia and the United States. For the
temperature analysis, I focused on temperature reduction in the period of 6 months after
the bombs were detonated. To examine the impacts of fallout, I analyzed the mixing ratio
of soot to air at ground level, specifically focusing on the temporal pattern of soot.

2. Methods
Since there is no anecdotal evidence, and it is impossible to experiment the global climate
system on the conditions of nuclear winter, current research relies on the use of modern
physics-based climate models. There are two components in modeling the climatic
impact of a global nuclear war. Firstly, fire modeling systems, simulations, and/or
previous urban fires from nuclear bombs such as in Hiroshima are used to estimate the
amount of black carbon produced and the height that black carbon resides (Reisner et al.,



2018, Wagman et al., 2020). The estimated amount of black carbon is then fed into
physics-based models coupled with land and ocean models to determine changes in
variables such as temperature, precipitation, and surface radiation.

In this project, I mainly used WACCM-4 and GISS ModelE simulation data from Coupe
et al. (2019). The data is given with values at 1.9 deg (latitude) x 2.5 deg (longitude)
resolution. In both of the models, 150 Tg of soot is injected into the troposphere between
15 and 20 May, and simulation starts in January of the year when soot is injected.
Additionally, to confirm the soot sedimentation pattern, I use simulations of a regional
nuclear exchange between India and Pakistan, provided in the paper by Coupe and
Robock (2021) in multiple scenarios: 5, 16, 27.3, 37, and 46.8 Tg.

a/ Temperature analysis
In each model, the temperature anomaly is calculated as the difference between the
temperature of the nuclear detonation run minus the temperature of control runs
(averaged over three ensemble members) at that particular time. Regional temperatures
are calculated using a weighted area average for the sphere.

For temperature analysis, I focused on each region’s response after 1, 2, 3, and 6 months
after the injection of soot into the atmosphere. Temperature biases of the model is
estimated as the average of the temperature anomaly of the four months before
detonation. For the world average temperature, the WACCM-4 model has negligible
temperature bias (+0.06 K) and is more stable, whereas the GISS ModelE has a
considerable bias of -0.50 K.

b/ Soot analysis
I use WACCM-4 simulations to analyze the mass mixing ratio of soot at surface level.
Since soot in the air near the ground will fall down quickly, the mass mixing ratio at
surface level is indicative of the soot sedimentation pattern. Since the WACCM-4 data
only provides soot mass mixing ratio at fixed levels of pressure, surface level soot mass
mixing ratio is interpolated/extrapolated. Interpolation/extrapolation follows a quadratic
fit of soot levels data points near the surface level.

3. Results & Explanation
a. Temperature response after soot injection in the atmosphere
In both WACCM-4 and GISS ModelE simulations, temperature in the Northern
Hemisphere plummeted right after soot was injected into the atmosphere. In a month after
the soot injection, some areas can experience a monthly averaged temperature decrease of
30K, as shown in Fig. 1. This rapid decrease is detrimental to crops and human survival.
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Fig 1: WACCM-4 (a) and GISS ModelE (b) global temperature anomaly map, 1 month
after detonation



Surprisingly, while New Zealand and Australia are close to each other geographically,
temperature changes right after injection are massively different. Australia experienced a
significant drop immediately following the detonation event. After month 3, Australia's
temperature dropped an average of -4.7 K in the WACCM-4 model compared to the
control run. On the other hand, New Zealand only experienced a slight drop of 0.5 K in
the first four months, and then followed by a gradual drop to -2.2 K during month 6 (Fig.
2). This may be due to the two following reasons, both coming from the fact that despite
close proximity, Australia belongs to the subtropical latitudes, whereas New Zealand
belongs to middle latitudes.

Fig. 2: Australia and New Zealand average temperature anomaly and standard deviation.
0 is set at detonation time.

Humidity: Since Australia is in the subtropical latitudes, dry air from the Hadley cell
descends, causing low rainfall and more desert-like climate in the inshore area of the
continent (Head et al., 2013). Low water content means heat is more likely to escape,
causing a sharper drop in temperature. This effect is also evident when we consider how
temperature in Australia changes according to region after nuclear detonation: the more
coastal a region is (especially the southeast part of Australia), the less extreme the
temperature drop will be.

Delay in soot circulation across the globe: In the first month after detonation of the
bombs, a higher concentration of soot resided between the subtropics latitude than the
middle latitudes, which meant less light was able to reach the surface of Australia than
New Zealand. This is reflected in the aerosol optical depth difference in Fig. 3. However,
due to Brewer-Dobson circulation higher in the stratosphere, soot began to circulate
poleward from month two until 12 months after detonation, which contributed to a
sharper decline in New Zealand’s temperature in later months.
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Fig 3: Optical depth in Australia and New Zealand after 1 (a) and 2 (b) months of

detonation

b. Soot sedimentation pattern
In the case of a global nuclear winter injecting 150Tg of soot into the atmosphere, the
Northern and Southern hemispheres both display a 12-month periodical sedimentation
pattern, as shown in Fig. 4. However, the peaks and troughs of the pattern differ by 6
months. In the Northern Hemisphere, soot sediments mostly during boreal winter,
explaining the higher mass mixing ratio at surface level and a peak during winter months.
On the other hand, in the Southern Hemisphere, soot sediments during the southern



winter, which is the summer in the Northern Hemisphere. Since more soot accumulates in
the Northern Hemisphere than the Southern Hemisphere for the first few years, the
globally averaged sedimentation depends on the Northern Hemisphere’s oscillation
pattern. This sedimentation pattern is similar in both hemispheres at 100hPa and 200hPa.
Another point of interest is the time of maximum soot mass mixing ratio in the Northern
Hemisphere and the Southern Hemisphere, which is not right after the nuclear war but
after 5 and 36 months, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Fig 4: Soot mass mixing ratio, averaged across the Northern (a) and Southern
Hemisphere (b). To allow easier visualization, a factor of 200 and 500 has been divided

off of the soot at 200hPa and 100hPa, respectively.

To compare the soot sedimentation pattern in a global nuclear war versus a regional one, I
focused on the region encompassing India and Pakistan. This is due to the fact that more
soot is concentrated in this area in a regional war scenario between these two countries.
Therefore, it is easier to extract a sedimentation pattern, given that a local nuclear
exchange produces significantly less soot into the stratosphere. The soot mass mixing
ratio for all of the cases at surface level is shown in Fig. 5. For easier comparison with



policy regulations on fine particulate pollution, uniform air density of 1.226 kg/m^3 (288
K, 101.325 kPa) is assumed to convert mass mixing ratio unit from kg/kg to
micrograms/m^3. The threshold for fine particulate pollution (PM2.5), as EPA is pushing
towards, is between 9.0 and 10.0 micrograms/m^3 annually (United States Environmental
Protection Agency, 2023), and a maximum of 35 micrograms/m^3 per day. In the
India-Pakistan region, three of the scenarios (150Tg, 37Tg, 46Tg) have the peak monthly
average nearing the annual pollution level at 7.94, 7.07, and 7.95 micrograms/m^3,
respectively. In the 150Tg global nuclear war scenario, soot mass mixing ratio reached its
peak about 10 months after detonation, whereas in all local exchanges scenarios, soot
mass mixing ratio is maximum right after detonation. In both global and local scenarios,
although the detonation sites are different, soot mass mixing ratio at surface level
followed the same oscillation pattern between year 1 and year 4 after detonation.

Fig. 5: Soot mass mixing ratio (in micrograms/m^3) in the India-Pakistan region, from 10
months to 50 months after detonation at ground level. The soot mass mixing ratio for the

150Tg case has been reduced by a factor of 10.

An explanation for this oscillation effect might lie in the correlation between colder
temperatures and more soot sediment. As solar heating is reduced during winter, soot will
gradually fall down due to colder air providing less buoyancy, causing sedimentation
increase in the hemisphere experiencing winter. In addition, the changes in circulation
between summer and winter can come into play. In the stratosphere, the Brewer-Dobson
circulation transported soot polewards, where it would be slowly removed from this layer.
The upper branch of the Hadley cell helps with transporting soot across the equator in the
troposphere, with peak meridional velocity at approximately 300-400 hPa. A significant
correlation (|r| ~ 0.5-0.6) is found between the equator’s meridional velocity and soot
mass mixing ratio at 8-10 degrees north and south at around 300-400 hPa. This
correlation shows that soot moves across the equator following the meridional wind into
the tropical latitudes.

4. Discussion



My results show that there is a sharp decrease in temperature immediately after nuclear
winter globally. This decrease may lead to devastating consequences for human health.
While direct deaths from cold temperatures are low, cardiovascular and respiratory
diseases resulting from a sudden decline in temperature are detrimental to life expectancy
(Deschenes & Moretti, 2009). Just an extreme cold day in a month may lead to a
cumulative 10% increase in mortality rates (Deschenes & Moretti, 2009). In addition, the
monthly temperature averages during the first winter after the war may fall below zero
degrees Celsius in hot regions, which can lead to frost damage on tropical plants,
inhibition of photosynthesis, and thus a reduction in agricultural productivity
(Bhattacharya, 2022). Recent events, including the Covid-19 pandemic and wheat
shortage, show how the global economy can collapse following a health and agricultural
crisis.

The decrease in temperature is disproportionate across the globe. As my case study of
Australia and New Zealand shows, even countries with close proximity to each other can
have vastly different temperature fluctuations due to their distinct climates. Given that
both countries are potential island refuges in a nuclear winter scenario because of their
location and abundant food supply (Boyd & Wilson, 2022), a plan that accounts for
differences in climate in both countries is necessary in order to ensure human survival
during nuclear winter.

While soot fallout doesn't exceed the threshold for fine particulate matter pollution in
places distant from the detonation sites, radioactivity from the soot might pose a
substantial threat. Isotopes with a longer half-life, such as Cesium-137 (30 years) and
Carbon-14 (about 5700 years), can produce significant radiation years after a nuclear
bomb is detonated (U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, 1975). These isotopes
might enter drinking water, livestock, and breathing air during a fallout, which will cause
internal contamination when introduced inside the body. Once internal contamination
occurs, there is an increased risk of cancer due to lack of protection inside the body
(United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2023). Therefore, understanding the
period of soot sedimentation will help plan safety responses, for example restrictions on
outside travel during high radioactivity periods. Unfortunately, the simulations can’t
account for radioactivity of the smoke produced, so I can’t estimate the impact of
radioactivity fallout in a nuclear winter. Future work might be able to correlate between
soot concentration and radiation produced, which will provide a more concrete course of
action to minimize the effects of radiation fallout.
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7. Appendix
To better visualize the transportation of soot and how it correlates with atmospheric
circulation, an animation has been made, which can be found here
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WOO9rVxKKCDGJM4kcU32Ixtwp05Mcjki/view?usp=
sharing
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